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"The Tales Those Nurses Told!":
Public Health Nurses AJ!1ong the
Pueblo and Navajo Indians
SANDRA K. SCHACKEL

When I came here ... I soon realized that the Navajos hereabouts
expected to find me antagonistic to their religious customs and
were slow to consult me about illness until the medicine man had
failed to help, but gradually they are showing more confidence in
my good will and often notify me that they are having a sing and
invite me to attend. Sometimes I am invited to practice medicine
with the medicine man, sometimes I am asked to wait [until] the
conclusion of the sing so as to be on hand to take the patient to
the hospital. I am surprised and gratified to find my mediCine men
friendly and often cooperative. I
Elizabeth Forster's gratification at becoming an accepted member
of the Navajo health community marked just one of the many emotions
that the Public Health nurse experienced during her stay among these
southwestern Indians in the early 1930s. As part of a unique publicprivate effort to improve health conditions among the Southwest's
Sandra K. Schackel is assistant professor of history in Boise State University, where
she teaches courses on women's history and twentieth-century America. This article is
a chapter from Shaping Public Policy: Female Reformers in New Mexico, 1920-1940, forthcoming from the University of New Mexico Press.
1. Quoted in Elizabeth Forster and Laura Gilpin, Denizens of the Desert: A Tale in
Word and Picture of Life Among the Navajo Indians, ed. Martha A. Sandweiss (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1988), 11.
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Elizabeth Forster and Navajo child. Photo by Laura Gilpin. Courtesy of the
Amon Carter Museum.
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Indian population, Forster was one of a handful of heath care reformers
participating in fieldwork in the 1920s and 1930s. As employees of the
New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs (NMAIA), a private organization created in Santa Fe in 1922, the women played an important
role in the development of social welfare policy at the state and national
levels. 2
It was not unusual that women were the backbone of the resulting
reform efforts among the Indian population in New Mexico and Arizona. Like their sisters across the nation, southwestern women had
been active in their communities for decades. And not unlike women
elsewhere, their activities fell within traditionally female patterns that
focused on concern for others. Nursing, for example, was an acceptable
field for women because it reflected qualities considered essentially
female-qualities such as compassion, sensitivity, nurturance, and
supportiveness. In this sense the women who became involved with
Indian issues in the Southwest continued to play out a traditional role,
that of nursing, but did so in very nontraditional ways and circumstances.
Equally important is the degree of cooperation between public and
private agencies and how this interaction allowed female health care
reformers to determine social welfare policy. Technically, the Bureau '~
of Indian Affairs (BIA) was responsible for the health and welfare of,'
Native Americans, but the bureau's efforts were sporadic and relatively
ineffective in providing adequate medical care. One of the root' problems was the bureau's focus on relief of the sick rather than prev~ntion
and eradication of disease. Contributing to the situation were low
salaries and inadequate medical facilities that failed to meet even minimum scientific standards. 3 As a result, many reservations lacked adequate health care personnel and in some cases, such as at Zuni in
eastern Arizona, BIA offiCials showed a decided disinterest in doing
much for the Indians. Professional and jurisdictional jealousies frequently impeded bureau efforts as well. 4 Recognizing these shortcomings, the NMAIA hoped to ameliorate some of the problems.
2. Minutes of the Initial Meeting, September 24,1922, Southwestern Association
on Indian Affairs, State Records Center and Archives (SRCA), Santa Fe, New Mexico;
[Santa Fe] New Mexican, September 22, 1922; Robert William Mayhew, "The New Mexico
Association on Indian Affairs, 1922-1958" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico,
1984).
3. Francis Paul Prucha, The Great Father: The United States Government and the American
Indians (2 vols., Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984), II: 852-63.
4. H. J. Hagerman, The Indians of the Southwest: A Memorandum for the Secretary of the
Interior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Santa Fe, July 1, 1931, box 18, Sophie D.
Aberle Papers, Special Collections, Zimmerman General Library, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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This offer of cooperation between a private organization and a
public agency was typically American; voluntarism had long been a
part of the national character. As so often happened when state or
federal funds were limited or lacking, local groups provided the difference. Gradually, social welfare agencies came to depend on city and
county help to meet human needs, particularly during the Depression
years. The NMAIA was one such orgnaization.
Although the NMAIA was formed around the political issue of the
Bursum Bill, its scope was twofold, embracing political and humanitarian action, and it was the women of the association who supported
welfare issues, particularly health care. Frequent visits to the pueblos
and reservations had disclosed serious health problems. A chronic state
of malnutrition existed among the Pueblo people in the early 1920s;
tuberculosis was common and trachoma, a highly infectious eye disease, . was widespread, especially among children. For example, the
Catholic priest at Laguna Pueblo, Father Schuster, reported that 33
percent of the children there had trachoma. In addition, an epidemic
of measles and whooping cough caused many deaths at Zuni Pueblo
in 1924. One eyewitness account reported "the village cemetery was
so filled that the little bodies had to be buried on top of one another."
To make matters worse, a drought during 1922-23 caused an acute
shortage of food for people as well as livestock, especially in the northern pueblos of San Ildefonso and Tesuque. The NMAIA was instrumental in supplying food and fodder through the winter until the
government finally made these items available. s
.
Because the eye disease, trachoma, was so widespread, the association focused first on this problem. Conditions were critical at the
Indian schools in Santa Fe as well as in several pueblos. Forty-six
percent of the children at the Santa Fe Indian School, forty-eight percent
at Saint Catherine's School, and fifty percent of the people at Tesuque
Pueblo had trachoma, but no government specialist was assigned to
care for them. The disease was likewise out of control among the Navajo
population. So the association appealed to noted Boston eye specialist
and summer resident of Santa Fe, Francis I. Proctor, who offered his
services free during his summer visits. Proctor was able to persuade
the BIA to establish a school among the Navajo where contagious
trachoma patients could be segregated to prevent further spread of the
5. Marian F. Love, The History of the Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs (Santa
Fe: Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs, 1974), 2-3; New Mexico Association on
Indian Affairs: The History of Its Activities (Santa Fe, 1956), 1; Margretta Stewart Dietrich,
New Mexico Recollections, Part I (Santa Fe: Vergara Printing Company, 1959), 15.
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disease. In this way, their education could be continued along with
medical treatment. Proctor's idea of segregated schools became a model
for the BlA, and by the time of his death in 1935, four boarding schools
had been established for the treatment of trachomous children. 6
Nursing care was also lacking or nonexistent except where BlA
field matrons possessed nursing skills. Field matrons, first utilized in
the 1880s, were expected to do far more than provide health care,
however. Their usefulness was based on the idea "that any good woman
could teach some good women what all good women should know.,,7
The field matron, woman as "civilizer par excellence," would be able
to enter the Indian woman's separate sphere and reshape it to fit the
accepted (white) American model. She would teach housekeeping duties, nurse the ill and the old, serve as a model and confidant for young
girls, and attempt to impart attitudes and skills white America deemed
necessary in a civilized world. The only qualifications for the job were
subjective, that is, unmeasurable qualities. The most important priorities to the Indian Service were that the field matron possess character
and personality and the ability to understand and get along with Indians. Admittedly, these requirements covered a wide, even vague,
spectrum. For example, the BlA defined personality as innate kindness
tempered with firmness, patience, tact, and motherly instinct. Specialized skills, such as nursing, were not required, not did the bureau
demand any sensitivity to cultural differences. 8
The overwhelming nature of the tasks expected of the matrons
quickly proved apparent. The field matrons, often the wives of the
agent, missionary, or trader on the reservation, were untrained generalists in situations often calling for specialists. In addition to domestic
duties, matrons spent a great deal of time dispensing health care. The
demands went beyond lessons in first aid and the preparation of bland
diets, and included helping patients follow a physician's orders, teaching basic infant care and feeding, and emphasizing sanitation and
6. New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs, 1; Love, The History of the Southwestern
Association on Indian Affairs, 4-5; Annual Report of the Chairman, 1922-1923, SWAIA,
SRCA.
7. Elinor D. Gregg, The Indians and the Nurse (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1965), 19. Also see Lisa Elizabeth Emmerich, '''To Respect and Love and Seek the
Ways of White Women': Field Matrons, The Office of Indian Affairs, and Civilization
Policy, 1890-1938" (doctoral dissertation, University of Maryland, College Park, 1987).
8. Report of Board of Indian Commissioners of "The Problem of Indian Administration," Northern Pueblos Agency, box 17, folder 092, Record Group 75, Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA), Denver Branch, National Archives.
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prevention of disease. These were reasonable tasks, but nursing a community through an epidemic went beyond reasonable expectations and
abilities, a burden that weakened an already inadequate system. Clearly,
competent health care specialists were needed among the Indians, and
public health nurses were a logical replacement for tasks initially assigned to field matrons. 9
During the nineteenth century, the concept of woman as civilizer
had been expanded beyond the home to include "social housekeeping
chores" within the larger world of political and social service work. By
the 1920s, many women had professional careers, and the age of specialization had dawned. Where one woman (the field matron) had
previously filled a variety of roles, the Indian Service began to employ
home economics agents, day-school teachers, social workers, and nurses.
When these new types of workers became more numerous, the field
matron program was phased out. 10 Seeing an opportunity to introduce
nurses among Native Americans, the NMAIA, with the tacit approval
of the BIA, began an experimental field nursing program among several
northern New Mexico pueblos in 1924. 11
The task of selling public health nursing to the various superintendents in the BIA fell to Elinor Gregg, a public health nurse from
Brookline, Massachusetts. In August 1924, Gregg was appointed supervisor of Public Health Nursing in the Medical Division of the BIA
at a salary of $2,600 a year plus $5 per diem. 12 She immediately set out
on a fact-finding tour, spending three months visiting pueblos and
reservations in the Southwest. Her findings convinced her that field
matrons were sadly inadequate for the job.
In the eight pueblos of the Southern Pueblos Agency in New Mexico, numbering approximately 5,500 people, field matrons reached perhaps 3,000 Indians. It was impossible to hold clinics for tuberculosis,
trachoma, or infant welfare because field matrons could not carry out
the required follow-up work. At Isleta and Jemez pueblos, both matrons
were burdened with invalid husbands. In addition, the matron for
Sandia and Santa Ana pueblos was in poor health and interested only
in cooking and sewing. While Gregg noted that the limited ability of
9. Helen M. Bannan, "'True Womanhood' on the Reservation: Field Matrons in the
United States Indian Service" (Tucson: Southwest Institute for Research on Women,
1984).
10. Report of Board of Indian Commissioners, box 16, folder 23; Bannan, "'True
Womanhood' on the Reservation," 18-19.
11. Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 41.
12. Gregg, Indian and the Nurse, 76.
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the matrons was not to their discredit, she nonetheless quickly recognized the restricted value in continuing field matron work. 13
No fie~d matrons were assigned to the Northern Pueblo Agency,
comprised of nine pueblos and approximately 3,400 Indians. Among
these people, tuberculosis and trachoma were chronic diseases, along
with those of infancy and childhood, such as measles, mumps, and
chicken pox. Conditions were especially difficult in Taos and Picuris
pueblos, seventy-five miles from the nearest Indian Service physician
(in Santa Fe). As a result, nursing care was non-existent in those pueblos. In addition, the road between Santa Fe and Taos was then under
construction and the road between Taos and Picuris often impassable
by auto during the winter months. Nor was there telephone service
between Taos and the agency in case of emergencies. Gregg's recommendations included establishing a field nurse position for these northernmost pueblos and providing an automobile. Her assessments meshed
well with the plan the NMAIA devised to provide public health and
child welfare work among' the Pueblo and Navajo Indians of New
Mexico and Arizona. 14
A volunteer group, the NMAIA represents both: the importance
and the influence voluntarism can command at local, state, and national levels. Composed primarily of middle- to upper-class Anglos,
members were a colorful and flamboyant lot. The group included writers and artists who had drifted into New Mexico after World War I,
settling in Santa Fe and Taos where they found escape from the conventions of society they had come to find constraining. They were
searching for an "American place," free of the stress of the urbanindustrial world. What could be more American than taking up the
cause of the American Indian? Others came to New Mexico for reasons
of health or leisure, and some were already members of Santa Fe society. The membership was predominantly Anglo and fairly evenly
divided between men and women. Former territorial goveror Miguel
A. Otero was the only Hispanic member of the organization in the
early years. Nor were there any Indian members, although records
indicate that Pueblo people often attended association meetings. 15
13. Report of Health Activities in the Southern Pueblos, May 1925, Pueblo Archives,
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Leo Crane to Charles Burke, January 17, 1922, Decimal File
1911-35, box 108, folder 710, Southern Pueblos Agency, RG 75, Denver Branch, National
Archives.
14. Report on Health Conditions at the Northern Pueblos, August 7, 1925, Pueblo
Archives, Albuquerque.
15. Erna Fergusson, "Crusade from Santa Fe," North American Review, 243 (December
1936), 377-78; Love, History of the Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs, 3; Mayhew,
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Shortly after the New Mexico Association organized, a group of
like-minded citizens on the east coast formed the Eastern Association
on Indian Affairs (EAIA). Many of the influential and wealthy members
had ties with New Mexico, some as part-time residents. For instance,
Amelia and Martha White, daughters of Horace White, editor of the
New York Evening Post, were active in the EAIA as well as benefactresses
of the School of American Research in Santa Fe. The EAIA supported
Indian groups all over the nation in addition to the Pueblo Indians and
often provided funding for programs undertaken in the Southwest. In
Erna Fergusson's words, "The New Mexico Association had found a
big-sister assodation back east where the money grows." The two groups
continued to affiliate until the early 1930s when financial and jurisdictional disagreements led to a formal separation. 16
Recognizing that joint action between federal authorities and private agencies was needed, the NMAIA proposed that the pueblos be
divided into districts of 1,500 to 2,000 people and a competent public
health nurse assigned to each district. A full-time trachoma specialist
with two nurses to assist with operative cases was also recommended.
To meet partial expenses, the NMAIA suggested eliminating contract
physicians, allowing the public health nurse to call in a doctor in critical
cases. Like the BIA, the NMAIA also recognized the inefficiency of the
field matron program and supported its elimination. Overall, the New
Mexico group saw the benefits to the Indians as invaluable and believed
the experience the NMAIA acquired would furnish a working base for
their future plans for expansion under government auspices. The results proved them correct. 17
Over the next decade, the NMAIA employed several competent
nurses; Hilda George, from Massachusetts General Hospital, was the
first. George's initial report indicated plenty to do in all the pueblos,
and the reports of the nurses that followed her echoed her remarks.
In addition to filth and disease, the nurses encountered distrust of the
"The New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 12-14. Also see Arrell Morgan Gibson,
The Santa Fe and Taos Colonies: Age of the Muses, 1900-1942 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1983); Kay Aiken Reeve, Santa Fe and Taos, 1898-1942: An American Cultural
Center (EI Paso: Texas Western Press, 1982); and Jane M. Gaither, "A Return to the Village:
A Study of Santa Fe and Taos, New Mexico, as Cultural Centers, 1900-1934" (doctoral
dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1958).
16. Mayhew, "The History of the New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 1516; and Fergusson, "Crusade from Santa Fe," 381; and Love, History of the Southwestern
Association on Indian Affairs, 8.
17. Margaret McKittrick to Secretary of the Interior, April 16, 1924, Central File,
folder 11-33-1, box 250, RG 102, Children's Bureau, National Archives.
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white man's medicine, indifference of government doctors, great distances, and inadequate equipment. "The tales those nurses told! And
the things they did!" exclaimed one writer. 18 These tasks demanded
fortitude, determination, and patience, qualities not lacking in the
women who pioneered public health nursing among the Southwest's
Indian population.
George proved to be a good choice to inaugurate public health
nursing in the northern pueblos of New Mexico. Headquartered in
Espanola and provided with a professional necessity-an automobileGeorge was able to spend all her time in the field. Described as gentle,
flexible, and determined, George was particularly effective among small
children with trachoma. In fact, her records were the only trachoma
records at the time that gave any indication of the value of certain
methods of treatment. In tandem with the pueblo agency doctor, George
was a conscientious and devoted worker and earned the praise of Gregg
and the NMAIA. 19 Others quickly followed George in task and example.
Her replacement, Augustine Stoll, a Red Cross nurse, began work
in the spring of 1926. At San Juan Pueblo, Stoll initiated a program of
training native girls as assistants that proved highly successful and was
expanded to other pueblos. Stoll also established a laundry and bath
house at San Ildefonso that became a model for other pueblos and for
the Navajos. The Indians'idea of cleanliness, however, contrasted with
that of the Anglo nurse and others who more clearly recognized the
connection between poor hygiene and disease. One Indian woman
told Stoll, "We are not dirty, because some things you consider so, we
do not." Nevertheless, the weekly baths became so popular that the
BIA had facilities installed at other pueblos and on the Navajo reservation. The Indians took great pride in their government-installed laundry and bathing facilities and even the aged looked forward to their
weekly hot baths. 20
Stoll's nursing report for 1926-27 detailed other small but significant breakthroughs. Calling it "slow up-hill work," Stoll nonetheless
noted improvements in treating trachoma, tuberculosis, malaria, physical defects and in educating Indian mothers about infant welfare and
nutrition. Regarding the introduction of fresh vegetables into their diet,
18. Fergusson, 382-83.
19. Gregg, Indian and the Nurse, 95; Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on
Indian Affairs," 42-43; Meeting Minutes, February 19, 1926, SWAIA, SRCA.
20. Public Health Nursing Service Report 1926-27, Decimal File 1912-38, folder 096,
box 17, Northern Pueblos Agency, RG 75, Denver Branch, National Archives; Love,
History of the Southwestern Association on Indian Affairs,S.
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Stoll remarked, "The carrots have been distributed with this perplexing
result: all the children want them!"21 In a culture (Anglo) where children
often turned up their noses at such a common~ietary item, this response provoked amusement. It also reflected certain cultural assumptions that one group would "naturally" accept foods of a culturally
different group.
Poverty and an inadequate supply of food were two major factors
contributing to Indian medical problems. Indian diets were not wellbalanced and, as a result, malnutrition was a serious problem. The
standard daily fare consisted of watermelon, muskmelon, squash, chile,
meat, beans, tortillas, and coffee; the poorest Indians lived on a monotonous diet of potatoes, tortillas, and coffee. Milk was not a part of
their daily dietary intake, and, hence, it became a goal of health officials
to introduce this important food into the Indian diet. 22
Introducing new cultural attitudes and customs was not always
easy, since in matters of illness, the Indians often sought out their
medicine man or woman. Therefore, the thought of being taken from
their pueblo or reservation to a hosptial far away often provoked outright resistance or, at least, uneasiness. Much tact and patience were
necessary to convince Indians that Anglo medicine could provide a
safe alternative to traditional health practices. Reshaping attitudes was
a delicate process at best, one in which many dominant Anglo attitudes
and values were gradually superimposed over Indian customs. While
many Indians preferred the ways of their medicine men and women,
they did not object to seeking hospital care once the traditional methods
had first been tried. Over time, automobiles, schools, and gradual
change in Indian Service policies combined tolessen resistance to Anglo
ways.
Tonsillectomies provide an important case in point. Considered a
routine procedure for the children of middle-class Americans (at least
until the 1960s), tonsillectomies were not so easily accepted in the
pueblos. Yet, given time and careful explanation, many Indian parents
became convinced of the efficacy of the surgery and trusted their children to the nurse's care. Within a year, Stoll was successful in persuading parents in the northern pueblos to send their children to Santa
Fe for the operations. Some resistance persisted among the elders,
however. In light of this, Stoll cautiously approached Santiago Naranjo
of Santa Clara to convince him that the two underweight grandchildren
living with him needed the operation. When finally the Indian elder
21. Ibid.

22. P. G. Eilers to C. E. Farris, September 24, 1924, Pueblo Archives, Albuquerque.
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agreed and asked "when?," Stoll quickly replied "tomorrow," for she
had learned "never to allow much time between the consent and the
departure."23 Hesitation on her part might allow a change of mind,
which she hoped to avert.
Stoll, and others after her, devised various approaches for introducing new ideas to the Indians. Because the importance of maternal
influence was inherent in the prevailing ideology of domesticity, they
focused their efforts on the women who in turn taught the children. 24
Using posters, songs, and poems as teaching aids, nurses directed their
efforts at mothers and children. Simple songs often made an impression
on young minds. Included in Stoll's report are a few lines of verse she
composed while traveling among the pueblos. Set to the tune of "Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp, the Boys Are Marching," the ditty celebrates the benefits
of a tonsillectomy:
We have had our tonsils out.
Yes, we have had our tonsils out.
If you watch, you see us growing very stout.
We are eating carrots too, hard tack, milkthat will do.
If we do it day by day, we'll surely gain.
Chorus:
Watch, watch, you'll see us gainingCome on, Comrades, fall in line.
Let the doctor take them out.
You'll be sure to gladly shout:
We have had our tonsils out,
our tonsils out!25
Other messages in this child-like verse included good dietary habits
(eating carrots, drinking milk) and coming around to the Anglo (doctor's) point of view.
Attempting to cross cultural boundaries in mundane matters such
as bathing and diet was a common challenge to health reformers in
the1920s and 1930s. By 1931, BIA directives focused on health education, introducing ideas of cleanliness and demonstrating the advantages of sanitary measures. 26 The nurses that worked in the Southwest,
whether Red Cross, public health, or private, were almost entirely
Anglo women. As a result, they were not always welcome in the pueblo
23.
24.
25.
26.

Public Health Nursing Service Report, 1926-27.
Bannan, "'True Womanhood' on the Reservation," 4.
Public Health Nursing Service Report, 1926-27.
Hagerman, Indians of the Southwest, 34-35.
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communities, for the Indians correctly perceived that the white women
were trying to change Indian ways. Only a nurse with tact, patience,
and understanding could integrate herself and her ideas into these
communities. Most, though not all, were successful, and the nurses'
results were significant in improving overall health conditions in the
Indian population.
The nurses who followed George and Stoll were singularly outstanding and quickly made inroads where health care had been absent
or inconsistent. In the spring of 1925, the NMAIA sent Elizabeth Duggan, former Santa Fe County health nurse, to Zuni where conditions
were unusually bad and the BIA doctor appeared indifferent to the
sufferings of the Indians. In this community of 2,000, the Indian agent
took little or no interest in the Indians as well, creating a special challenge for the overburdened nurse. The doctor's attitude is clear in his
remark that "the Indians would not follow instructions anyway, so
why should he bother." In spite of this indifference, Duggan was especially effective in reforming conditions at Zuni. Backed by her reports, the NMAIA apppealed to the BlA, and the doctor and agent
were soon replaced. 27
Shortly after her arrival, Duggan reported that tuberculosis was
the "scourge of this reservation, and terrible epidemics of whooping
cough and measles" attacked the people with dreadful regularity. At
Duggan's request, future NMAIA chairwoman Margretta S. Dietrich
witnessed the effects of the whooping cough epidemic in 1924 that
filled the village cemetery. Duggan's hard work and determination to
improve conditions at Zuni resulted in the establishment of a sanatorium for tubercular children at the Zuni boarding school at nearby
Black Rock. She also was responsible for encouraging the BIA to dig
new and deeper wells to provide safer drinking water, and as a result,
the death rate declined. When Duggan left Zuni in the spring of 1928,
she could point with modest pride to her accomplishments there. 28
A third nursing experiment began late in 1927 when the NMAIA
assigned Molly Reebel to Jemez Pueblo. The nearest doctor was sixty
miles away in Albuquerque and no telephones connected the pueblo
to the city. The association, therefore, provided her with an automobile
to allow her to reach medical facilities. At first, the people were unaccepting of the white woman and her white ways-for it was "not
easy to convince the [Jemez Indians] that there is any good in white
27. Dietrich, New Mexico Recollections, Part I, 15; Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 44.
28. Ibid.
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man's ways"-and it might have been a discouraging process, but Reebel persisted and, through patience and kindness, gradually gained
their truSt,29
Reebel was especially successful in introducing milk into the diet
of the Jemez people. Babies and small children were particularly vulnerable to sickness and disease once they were weaned from mother's
milk. As soon as a baby produced a tooth, the child was considered
able to manage the food of grownups, often the sacred food, atole. A
thin blue cornmeal mush, atole was an irritant to young intestines and
produced diarrhea, a leading contributor to the infant mortality rate.
To counter these problems, the government provided four goats which
provided a regular, healthful source of milk for the pueblo.
Reebel then devised a dairy with a cooler and small ice box in an
Indian home. At first, the children had to be coaxed to drink milk but
soon came to like it, and the infant mortality rate began to decline.
Only one baby died at Jemez in the summer of 1929 "instead of the
usual large proportion." Eventually, the government built a model goat
dairy in connection with a new day school. When fresh milk was
unavailable, powdered or canned milk served as a substitute. Clearly,
the introduction of milk into the children's daily diet was a significant;;,
breakthrough and became a regular component of maternity and infant·~
work in the Southwest. 30
Elizabeth Duggan, meanwhile, spent a brief time among the Navajos at Nava; then the BIA hired her as nursing supervisor for the
Southwest. She continued in this position into the 1930s, her reports
detailing a decade's worth of health work among the Indians. By September 1931, Duggan could report positive responses to six years of
health education among the northern pueblos. Trachoma and venereal
disease clinics were in place, young mothers were readily bringing
their children to infant and child welfare meetings, and the improved
appearance of pueblo homes (window screening, outdoor toilets) showed
the positive effects of health teaching. By 1941, the most common
request among the Pueblos was for more outdoor priviesY
29. Eastern Association on Indian Affairs BuIletin 18, Indian Rights Association
Papers, 1864-1973, microfilm edition, reel 129, item 318, November 1929, Zimmerman
General Library, University of New Mexico; Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on
Indian Affairs," 45.
30. Ibid.; Public Health Nursing Service Report, 1926-27; Janet Reid to Grace Abbott,
September 28, 1923, Central File, folder 11-33-1, box 250, RG 102, National Archives.
31. Elizabeth V. Duggan to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, September 26, 1931,
Santa Fe Agency, file 55072-700, RG 75, National Archives, folder 43, box 18, Sophie D.
Aberle Papers.
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Still, stumbling blocks persisted. In Taos, for example, bad roads
continued to hinder public health work. In addition, Duggan regretfully reported that the Taos Indians were reluctant to use their new
hospital at the pueblo, "the people being apparently quite indifferent
when not antagonistic to 'white medicine. '" Duggan correctly perceived that the BIA contract doctor and field nurse assigned to this area
were not as effective as the situation demanded. The doctor, Martin,
had a busy private practice as well as county health work to do. Duggan
cited the nurse, Donovan, as "perhaps not suited in personality to the
pioneer field work still required in this community" and recommended
that the nurse be assigned elsewhere and another nurse brought in.
As Duggan was aware, not all nurses were suited for field work, especially the kind that conditions in New Mexico and Arizona demanded. In this case, the nurse's ineffectiveness, coupled with the
contract physician's inattention, slowed public health work at Taos. 32
Turning to the southern pueblos of Isleta, Jemez, San Felipe, Laguna, Mesita, and Paguate, Duggan reported in~1931 that "the work
... [had] been carried on long enough to show results and in most of
the pueblos ... [was] very satisfactory." The work at Isleta, moreover,
was more than satisfactory because of Louise Kuhrtz' presence there.
A Red Cross nurse who spent thirty years at Isleta, Kuhrtz became a
much-loved and respected figure in the pueblo. Her field work also
included the pueblos of Sandia and Santa Ana, fifteen and twenty-five
miles respectively north of Albuquerque, with a population of 1,500
Indians. Counting trips to the hospital in Albuquerque and twice-weekly
trips to Sandia and Santa Ana, Kuhrtz traveled an average of 2,000
miles a month. Yet she remained enthusiastic and interested in her
work despite long hours spent traveling frequently difficult roads}3
Initially lacking a dispensary and living in crowded quarters at
Isleta, Duggan reported that Kuhrtz still had "the ability to accomplish
her work with a minimum of friction." Possessing tact, patience, and
a genuine desire to help the Indians, Kuhrtz was especially successful
in convincing the Indians of the importance of immunization. In 1934,
she could count among her successes the vaccination of two of the
32. Ibid. First and last names are used as they appear in the documents. Occasionally,
a first name does not appear, as in the cases of Martin and Donovan.
33. Elizabeth V. Duggan to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October 3, 1931, Field
Matron Report 972, Decimal File 1911-35, box 151, Southern Pueblos Agency, RG 75,
Denver Branch, National Archives; interview with Robert W. Mayhew, October 15, 1986,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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village medicine men. In maternity and infancy work, the infant mortality rate steadily declined from twenty-four deaths (under four years
old) in 1927 to just four in 1933. Moreover, she soon gained the trust
of the head midwife of the village who came to her for supplies and
advice. Similarly, Kuhrtz' efforts in nutrition introduced new foods
into Indian homes in which even the grandmothers became interested.
Where chile, beans, and tortillas had comprised the daily diet, Kuhrtz
added fresh fruits and vegetables, cereals, milk, and butter. As a result,
the proprietor of the local trading post was forced to stock these items
in greater supply over the years. 34
Other nurses among the southern pueblos reported progress as
. well but noted that their efforts had to accommodate Native American
schedules. Generally, they were successful in persuading mothers to
bri~g their babies to infant welfare clinics, establishing venereal disease
clinics, treating trachoma, teaching home and personal hygiene, and
in encouraging gardening and food preservation. The nurses quickly
learned, however, not to schedule their child welfare clinics during
periods that took mothers away from the village, such as at harvest
and wheat threshing time, for attendance declined as a result. Adaptingthe work, then, to Indian lifestyles was important to the success of'v
public health nursing. 35
Health work progressed slowly but steadily among the southern
pueblos. In 1934, Duggan believed the Indians were ready to take more
responsibility in developing health programs for themselves, both in
groups and as individuals. Among her immediate requests were a car
for the Isleta field nurse and typewriters and nursing journals for all
stations. 36 Overall, the field nursing experiments the NMAIA had established among the Pueblo people proved effective. The successes of
Stoll, George, Duggan, and Reebel had already helped bring down the
infant mortality rate and introduced good health, hygiene, and nutrition to the Indians. In the 1930s, the Indian Service gradually assumed
more responsibility for health care among the Pueblos, allowing the
BIA and the NMAIA to turn their attention to yet another neglected
group, the Navajos.
34. Duggan to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October 3, 1931; Louise Kuhrtz,
Isleta Summary of Work, Field Matron Report 972, Dedmal File 1911-35, box 151, Southern Pueblos Agency, RG 75, Denver Branch, National Archives.
35. Monthly Narrative Report, July 1931, San Felipe, box 111, folder 722.3, ibid.
36. Elizabeth V. Duggan to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March 29, 1934, Southern Pueblos Agency, Pueblo Archives, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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The needs among the Navajo were immense. The people numbered approximately 45,000 in the 1920s and were scattered over an
area of 15 million acres in New Mexico and Arizona. At this time, the
Navajos were divided among six agencies in both states: the Southern
Navajos at Fort Defiance, Western Navajos at Kayenta, and the Leupp
and Kearn's Canyon agencies, all in Arizona; the Northern Navajos at
Shiprock, and the Eastern Navajos at Pueblo Bonito, both in New
Mexico. This scattered population, however, suffered from many of
the same social ills.
In 1924, Elinor Gregg had investigated conditions among the Indians in the Southwest, and her report painted a grim picture. Recalling
the ramshackle hospitals she found at Shiprock and Pueblo Bonito,
Gregg described the practice of medicine and surgery as "archaic" and
the services as limited. The best the hospitals could do was provide
"warmth, food, cleanliness, and aspirin." Just getting to the hospital
was difficult because of the vastness of the reservation and poorly
maintained roads. In addition, government cars were old and wornout yet necessary because of great distances. Communication by telephone, a two-wire ~ystem strung on fence posts, was also unreliable. 37
Social problems were many and Gregg saw them repeated all over
the reservation. Bigamy was not uncommon, law and order was erra~ic,
and alcoholism was increasing. These disorders contributed to a-family
life that was less than stable. In addition, most children attended boarding schools, which further weakened the family unit. And because the
families moved to spring and summer sheep camps, Gregg assumed
this forced mobility was also disruptive. Despite the problems, however, she was convinced that public health nursing among the Navajos
was possible and would be not only challenging but rewarding. The
nurses who subsequently worked among the Navajos found the experience to be exactly that. 38
Elizabeth Duggan introduced the first nursing program among the
Navajos at Nava in the spring of 1928. Little was accomplished,however, until the arrival of Mrs. Wade Nickolds in May 1929. While Nickolds was unable to make much headway in such a vast area, she did
establish dispensaries at a number of outlying trading posts. Because
Nickolds visited each place on the same day of the week, the Indians
came to expect her on a regular basis, providing some continuity of
37. Gregg, Indian and the Nurse, 108-11.
38. Ibid. Also see Donald L. Parman, The Navajos and the New Deal (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1976), 217-31.
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health care. 39 Yet much work remained untouched, at least by Anglo
hands. As they had done for generations, the Navajos depended on
the healing skills of their medicine men and did not readily ac~ept the
field nurses. Altering or modifying traditional Indian customs tested
the sensitivity of both the caregivers and their Indian recipients.
In 1930, the NMAIA sent two more nurses to the Navajo reservation. Upon the recommendation of the senior medical officer at the
Shiprock Indian Hospital, Elizabeth Forster was assigned to Red Rock,
a trading post thirty-five miles west of Shiprock, New Mexico, and
Molly Reebel, formerly at Jemez, was transferred to Newcomb, fifty
miles south of Shiprock. Conditions proved difficult for both women,
and, as in some of the pueblos, the nurses were not readily accepted.
At Newcomb, the Indians were unwilling to use Reebel's services until
she proved she could cure their animals. When her ministrations to
the animals (namely horses) proved successful, the Navajos began to
trust Reebel to treat them. 4O
•
Both nurses lived a nomadic lifestyle, fashioned after that of the
Navajos. In the spring, families moved their sheep from overgrazed
areas around the villages to greener pastures in the mountain, where
summer hogans awaited them. In the fall, the families returned to their
villages. Only by visiting the temporary camps could the nurses treat
the sick and introduce better health care practices. Finding this unusual
routine to be of benefit to the Indians, the association used the "mountain clinic" experiment as a basis for constructive recommendations to
the BIA on the feasibility of nursing in Navajo country. 41
For Forster, the challenge came at just the right time. Head of the
Visiting Nurse Association in Colorado Springs, Colorado, for seventeen years, Forster was ready for a change. A chance happening a year
earlier played a part. In the fall of 1930, Forster and her companion,
photographer Laura Gilpin, had made an auto camping tour through
the Navajo reservation to allow Gilpin to photograph the people and
their surroundings. Running out of gas twenty miles north of Chinle,
Arizona, curious but helpful Navajos quickly appeared and befriended
the stranded women. The experience made a deep impression on both
women so that a year later, when Forster heard that the NMAIA was
looking for a nurse to send to RedRock, she eagerly applied for the
39. Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs," 45-46; Annual Report of Nursing Committee, 1932, Me~ting Minutes, 1932-1940, SWAIA, SRCA.
40. New Mexico Association on Indian Affairs: The History of its Activities, 2; Annual
Report of Nursing Committee, 1932.
41. Ibid.
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position and was hired. In mid-September of 1930, Forster and Gilpin
made a brief scouting trip to Red Rock to see what awaited the new
field nurse. 42
They discovered that the small community in the remote northwestern section of the reservation was without medical attention. The
Presbyterian Medical Mission there had recently shut down and turned
the buildings over to the government. The BIA decided to use the
Shiprock agency as an experimental field and called on the NMAIA to
provide a nurse at Red Rock. Packing her old Chevrolet with warm
clothes, books, a radio, and a game of checkers, Forster arrived in the
community in October. Despite the superintendent's promise to have
quarters and buildings ready for occupancy, nothing had been done
toward that end. Nevertheless, Forster cheerfully installed herself in
two small adobe rooms with no cook stove and only a small heating
stove for warmth and began treating ill Navajos.43
Because of bad roads and snow, she could not visit many hogans
that winter but reported that as many as ten Indians a day came in for
help and treatment. In December, she held four clinics and treated 138
cases-including appendicitis, frost bite, tuberculosis, and trachomaand delivered a baby at home. She was pleased that the clinics were
well attended (because she served soup to her patients, she wondered?)
and remarked, "1 am finding my place in the community." Gradually,
her niche expanded beyond nursing. She coached a basketball team,
assisted with funerals, dispensed personal and legal advice, organized
Christmas parties, and opened her small home to all who wanted or
needed her services and friendship.44
Forster's annual report to the NMAIA for 1932 captures in colorful
detail the nature of her work at Red Rock. Noting the hazards of travel
over poor roads in bad weather-snow that "drifted and redrifted"she nonetheless remained energetic and pleased in her situation. Her
description of Christmas day is both poignant and compelling, for
although the government provided food for a feast for the Indians,
42. Martha A. Sandweiss, Laura Gilpin: An Enduring Grace (Fort Worth, Texas: Amon
Carter Museum, 1986), 51-53. Forster and Gilpin were life-long friends and it was their
close friendship that allowed Gilpin to make photographs of the Navajos, for which she
later became famous.
43. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, 1932; Sandweiss, Laura Gilpin, 53. See
also Forster and Gilpin, Denizens of the Desert.
44. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, 1932; Elizabeth Forster to Margaret
McKittrick, January 10, 1932, Meeting Minutes, 1932-1940, SWAIA, SRCA; Sandweiss,
Laura Gilpin.
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thru bad management the food was spoiled and the poor Navajos
who travelled thru the cold and snow were sadly disappointed.
My heart was sore for them and how I wished that I might stretch
my small Christmas to include them all! I had invited a few intimate
friends to dinner and a few more to a !ree. My ten dinner guests
were invited to a six o'clock dinner but to my horror they arrived
about one to find me struggling with pumpkin pies and turkey.
From then on my day was a hectic one with small Navajos under
foot and into everything. The feast, when it was finally accomplished, was worth the struggle. Never have I seen such quantities
of food disappear with such dispatch. Table manners (or rather
floor manners, for we dined Navajo fashion) were excellent but
enjoyment was so evident that I was well repaid for my effort. For
the tree I had invited about twenty guests but found myself receiving some forty-odd. 45
Events such as these endeared Forster to the Red Rock Navajos and
they to her.
As these activities reveal, Forster was a remarkable woman. She
possessed the ability to fit in among the Navajos without being presumptuous or condescending. Also a hard worker, she remained open
to new ways and customs, a trait that endeared her to the Indians...
She was able to laugh at herself and some of her "civilized" customs
that seemed inappropriate in the Navajo world. For example, Forster
believed in the efficacy of established (Anglo) medicine but rerp.ained
open to the ways of the medicine men. Occasionally she was invited
to a healing "sing" and sometimes was asked to take the patient to the
hospital afterward. Such action was gratifying, for it showed the trust
the Navajos came to put in Forster's medicine whiie maintaining their
traditional beliefs. To Forster's credit, she never overestimated her
ability to make profound changes in their long-established way of life. 46
The measure of trust the Navajos placed in Elizabeth Forster clearly
shines through in several of Gilpin's photographs. Because the Indians
trusted and respected Forster, they extended the same graciousness to
"the nurse's friend," which, in turn, allowed Gilpin to photograph the
Navajos so appealingly. Occasionally Gilpin accompanied Forster on
her daily visits to the hogans and sometimes asked to be allowed to
photograph a scene. On one occasion, while Forster administered digitalis to an elderly man lying on a sheepskin blanket with his wives
sitting peacefully on the fl?or beside him, Gilpin pondered whether
45. Forster to McKittrick, January 1, 1933, MeetingMinutes, 1932-40, sWAIA, sRCA.
46. Sandweiss, Laura Gilpin, 53.
'
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Elizabeth Forster treating a Navajo man in his hogan, 1932. Photo by Laura
Gilpin. Courtesy of the Amon Carter Museum.

to ask permission to take a picture. "To my surprise/' she later wrote,
"they seemed pleased that I wanted to, which was one more evidence
of their confidence in their nurse." Thirty years later, when Gilpin and
Forster visited Red Rock for the last time, they were given a heartwarming welcome, a reminder of the friendships created during Forster's nursing days.47
Unfortunately, Forster's ability to get along so well with the Navajos, particularly the medicine men, played a part in her dismissal in
1933. By this time, the BIA superintendent in Red Rock, E. R. McCray,
had become unhappy with Forster's attitudes toward traditional Indian
47. Laura Gilpin, The Enduring Navaho (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1968), 3132.
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medicine and no longer wished to work with her because she worked
"hand-in-hand" with medicine men. McCray and many of the doctors
at the Shiprock hospital saw the local healers as an impediment to
bringing modernization to the reservation. Grounded in precise scientific training, Anglo doctors were unwilling to recognize the spiritual
and psychological aspects of traditional Indian medicine. Often, abrupt
and thoughtless remarks or impersonal interactions retarded health
education. Not until the 1960s did medical training take into account
the importance of combining traditional Indian medicine with modern
medical practices. 48
Although the NMAIA tried to find work for Forster in another
position where local officials would be more supportive, continuing
financial difficulties prevented them from doing so. In April 1933, Forster returned to Colorado Springs. With her departure, the Southwest
health care field lost a valuable and effective nurse, and the Navajos
lost a caring and concerned friend.
Although the association was not able to save Forster's position,
they kept Molly Reebel among the Navajos. Her job was rescued through
a "friend," probably Martha or Amelia White of the Eastern Association
on Indian Affairs, who committed $150 a month to continue Reebel for ;:
one year. While the salary was sufficient, Reebel knew it would not :,
cover the costs of keeping an old car running over bad roads and long
distances. She also knew "that her Indians would never understhnd if
she refused to answer calls as she had in the past and that on $150 a
month, the value of her work would be so curtailed it would not be
worth undertaking." So the NMAIA, in consultation with its sister
organization, the EAIA, agreed to provide an auto allowance of $50 a
month. With that, a one-nurse program among the Navajos was back
in operation by fall of 1933, and Reebel was sent to Nava, Arizona. 49
At Nava, and later at Navajo Mountain in the remote northwestern
section of the reservation, Reebel continued to hold the mountain
clinics she and Forster had jointly developed. Following the Indians
to their mountain sheep camps meant traveling by horseback long
distances and camping out, but proved worth the hardships incurred.
By May 1934, Reebel had established clinics in two summer camps,
one at Cottonwood Pass above Sheep Springs and one in the Say Nos
Tee Mountains, and was happily contemplating a third:
48. Meeting Minutes, October 30, 1933, SWAIA, SRCA; Sandweiss, Laura Gilpin,
56-57; Gilpin, Enduring Navaho, 32.
49. Meeting Minutes, October 30,1933; Mayhew, "The New Mexico Association on
Indian Affairs," 48-49.
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Have taken my bedroll with me on these mountain trips. Held
clinics until late in the afternoons then put my bedroll in a wagon
close to a hogan and spent the night, returning to Nava the following afternoon. Have held clinics in the tents in each of these
places, Cottonwood Pass and Say Nos Tee Mountains. The third
one at Toadlena is to be set up for me and will be ready for clinic
on the 6th (June]--one more dream corne true. 50
When Reebel requested three more tents for her clinics, the association
gladly complied.
While at Nava, Reebel made specific efforts to reach the people
on a personal basis. To interest the women, she requested and received
a sewing machine from the Tuba City Agency. It helped draw the
women to her horne where she could initiate friendships. Many Indians
also enjoyed corning to her tent to look at magazines, especially National
Geographic, whether or not they could read. She was almost always
welcomed on her hogan visits; only once or twice did she meet with
opposition. That these isolated Indians were receptive to her made
work easier and more satisfying. 51
On the other hand, poor roads, isolation, and bad weather were
ongoing problems that made the work difficult. Snowstorms, sandstorms, and sudden rainstorms took a toll on existing roads, making
travel hazardous if not impossible. In April 1934, Reebel reported,.
"Chaco clinic would only be held twice this month, sand making the
Chaco Wash impassable." On two night trips that same month, her
car became stuck in the sand, and she had to walk to the mother and
baby who needed her. In November, in cold, snowy weather, women
and children traveled "barefoot in the snow or with their feet tied up
in rags." Still, Reebel persisted, and, like Forster, had great compassion
for the Navajo, believing that "if only one could persuade these people
to take care of themselves and conserve what strenth they have, we
could save them. Their endurance is remarkable." Her zeal may sound
like the rhetoric of others who wanted to "save" the Indians, but the
plea made sense, for at least a healthy population could better tolerate
epidemics, disease, and other health problems. 52
In August 1934, Reebel was transferred from Nava to Navajo
Mountain, "a wild, beautiful and extremely remote section of the Navajo country about 200 miles from the railroad." Navajo Mountain was
eighty-five miles north of Tuba City, Arizona, on a difficult road, "the
50. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, March 1935, SWAIA, SRCA.
51. Ibid.
52. Ibid.; Meeting Minutes, July 27, 1935, SWAIA, SRCA.
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last thirty miles of which is the worst possible road." The nearest
telephone was sixty miles away, the nearest hospital at the Tuba City
agency. Despite the remote location, the NMAIA was determined to
demonstrate to the BIA that an effective health program could be carried
out through their field nursing program. 53
Reebel's reports, like Forster's, are full of colorful details of her
work among the Navajos. But they also reveal economic, social, and
cultural aspects of a population far removed from urban areas and
modern ways. Shortly after arriving at Navajo Mountain, Reebel wrote
to the association describing the timidity of these isolated people compared to other reservation Navajos. The work was, of necessity, slow
and some had never been in a trading post. "Practically all of the
women and children go barefooted all the while and many of them
run and hide if a white person approaches," she reported. 54 Working
slowly and patiently, and with the aid of a young Navajo girl to assist
her, Reebel gradually gained the trust of the people as they came to
depend on her and her "white medicine ways."
Reebel's first six months at Navajo Mountain found her dealing
with epidemics of whooping cough, measles, and influenza. December
and January were especially difficult months among the forty families
of the community. In December, when an outbreak of flu was added
to whooping cough and measles, Reebel noted sickness in all the families. She visited thirty different hogans and discovered at least two
people sick in each one. When a second wave of measles hit in January,
she described the appalling situation:
We were. called one morning to go and see Yellow Salt's family
who they reported were all sick. Wish I could adequately describe
the situation we found. This family consisting of three wives and
thirteen children have just gotten over the worst of whooping
cough from which they lost one baby. Then some of them had flu.
Now this morning we find them, eleven children and the youngest
wife, down with measles. The second wife and Grandmother with
Tonsilitis, and the Grandfather also suffering from a terrific sore
throat-trying to take care of them all-temperatures ranging from
100 degrees to 103 1 jz degrees.
In the adjoining Hogan-the oldest wife with her two oldest
children-~me with pneu!J1onia and the other with tonsilitis, both .
53. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, March 1935, SWAlA, SRCA.
54. Ibid.; Meeting Minutes, July 27, 1935, SWAlA, SRCA.
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very ill. I believe it was the most pitiful thing I have ever encountered. 55
Calling December and January a nightmare, Reebel reported ten
deaths among both adults and children-six from measles and four
from flu. Dispensary cases for just these two months totaled 258 and
hogan calls, 126. Because some hogans could not be reached by car,
Reebel walked to them. Yet she thought the epidemics brought her
into a closer relationship with the Indians than six months of normal
health care could have done. As she noted, the medicine men were
cooperative and, "in the midst of a sing, have allowed us to take care
of the sick." Her Navajo nurse aide, Ida Nathan, was well-liked and
competent, which facilitated Reebel's efforts. She noted that "the Indians seem to appreciate what we are doing for them. Several have
shown this by sending us mutton on several occasions." The NMAIA
appreciated her as well, providing funding for a second year in this
location. A generous member of the· EAIA went a step further and
provided Reebel with a "splendid radio which in her isolated location
is a joy and comfort to her."56 Reebel continued at Navajo Mountain
until mid-1935 when the BlA, better organized and more adequately
funded, took over the field nursing program. When this change occurred, the BIA implemented the plans of Reebel and Forster into the
federal health-care structure, arranging for traveling nurses and temporary clinics among the temporary sheep camps.
For more than a decade, the NMAIA had successfully demonstrated the value of field nursing among both Pueblo people and the
Navajos. When the program began in the early 1920s, the Indians'
health needs were critical; the death rate exceeded the birth rate. Tuberculosis, trachoma, measles, whooping cough, venereal disease, and
chronic malnutrition were common problems. The Indian groups needed
immediate and appropriate health care, and clearly, the BlA was not
providing those services. The cooperation of the Santa Fe-based volunteer group, the NMAIA, with the BIA, provided a significant service
to New Mexico's Native Americans at a crucial time.
More importantly, cooperation between public and private organizations allowed female health care reformers to effect change that
was later incorporated into BlA policy. By the mid-1930s, nurses who
had formerly worked for private agencies such as the NMAIA or for
the Red Cross or other public health agencies, held influential positions
55. Annual Report of Nursing Committee, March 1935, SWAIA, SRCA.
56. Ibid.
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with the BIA nursing administration and were able to implement some
of the- more successful field experiments_ Among those changes the
BIA found constructive were the mobile dispensaries Reebel and Forster established among the Navajo sheep camps; the introduction of
new and healthy foods into Indian diets; Duggan's success at convincing the BIA to build a sanatorium for tubercular children at Zuni
and also to provide safe drinking water by digging new and deeper
wells; and Stoll's pioneer efforts in introducing laundry and bathing
facilities in the pueblos as well as devising a program for training young
Indian girls as nurse assistants. These improvements reaffirmed the
importance of women's efforts to provide much needed health care
services. Although the nurses who took part in the field nursing experiment fulfilled a traditional female role, they did so under unusual
and difficult circumstances that enabled them to help shape health care
policy and programs among the Southwest's Native American people.
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